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June 2015

President’s Message

Chris Ellis

 

It’s been a great spring so far, but I’m glad to see some rain.  The North Mills River has been fun with 
an insane number of Delayed Harvest trout.  I made a trip to the South Holston mid-May and had an 
ok day with size 20 Sulfur imitations and a Zebra Midge in the morning, but the big sulfur hatches had 
not started.  However, my main adventure of the month was a trip to the South Mills River above the 
gauging Station in the Pink Beds.  
Chas Glatzer and I hiked 30 minutes upstream from the parking area next to the gauging station 
until we reached the beaver dam.  Access is from a South Mills Road of the Yellow Gap road (http://
www.hikewnc.info/besthikes/davidson-river/pink-beds-loop).  The beaver bam seemed be somewhat 
degraded since last year.  Patrick Weaver said that beaver had been trapped the previous year.              
I wanted to explore this area again since I encountered some nice brown trout at the head of the bea-
ver dam last year.  

We skipped fishing the 
half mile leading up to the 
beaver dam, although it is 
fairly good wild trout fish-
ing with mainly brown 
trout and some brook.
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My first cast into the slack water with a Light Cahill and a micro green whopper dropper produced an 11 inch 
brown trout.  I saw three comparable fish swimming excitedly while I played this fish.  A cast downstream 
hooked and auto released a somewhat smaller brown.  
Moving up stream I saw a nice thick brown swimming next to the bank.  I called to Chas to ford downstream 
and approach this fish from the opposite bank.  Chas tossed a Green Whopper, but in this still water it spooked 
the trout and he left town with two of his buddies I had not seen.  

I wanted to make this trip in the spring because the vegetation is too high in the summer, and there are plenty 
of hidden hazards on the bank to step into left by the beaver.  Staying on the bank is essential for stalking these 
spooky trout.

   From here the stream narrows and is moving.  The fish were abundant but were progressively getting smaller.
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Four to Six inch fish seemed to be the norm as we headed up stream.  Soon the creek branches and becomes 
tight.     I have been told there are other beaver dams in the Pink Beds, but a search with Google Earth did not 
reveal any significant areas of beaver pond activity.

Under the right conditions 10 to 14 inch brown trout are possible in the Pink Beds beaver ponds.  I’m hoping 
for some more work from beaver to enlarge the pond this winter.   My strategy for fishing this area in the future 
will be to hike to the beaver dams to fish them first.  Fish a couple hundred yards above the dams, and then hike 
downstream a half mile below the beaver dam and fish upstream.  This way I fish the beaver ponds first and 
perhaps finish with the beaver ponds at the end of the trip.
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Kids Fishing Day
What a great day at Lake Imaging.  27 third grade students from Rene Gastelo’s class from Bruce Drysdale 
School caught 34 nice brook trout.  All students caught fish and a few caught as many as 8 fish.  This kept 
our 14 volunteers active landing fish and assisting the students.  Many students had never fished before.  At 
noon Students and volunteers were treated to a hotdog lunch with chillie, cole slaw, chips, cookies, drinks, 
pimento cheese, and chicken salad.  With help from Joe Moore we cleaned and packaged trout so every 
student got one or two trout to take home.  We made sure the fish were immediately place on ice as soon as 
they were caught.  Each student took home a new zebco slingshot spin cast rod and reel combo
 and a package of information from the Pisgah Wildlife Education Center.  Rene used this information in 
following days to teach lessons based on the material.  
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Thanks to Lee Sherrill, Program Coordinator at the Pisgah Center for Wildlife Education for arranging 
the stocking of 400 good sized brook trout and for gathering information packets for the students.  Also 
thanks to the Dupont State Forest staff for opening the gate for our supplies.  
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The Principal, Christine Smith, said she has been in education for many years, and she has never seen a 
group of students more excited.  They couldn’t keep from telling about their experiences.

Special thanks to all our volunteers who arrived on short notice and worked diligently with the students 
to make this a special day for them.  Ed Schearin pulled double duty assisting students and photograph-
ing the event.  Thank you to Bob Daubert for purchasing the worms and the use of his camp stove. 
The volunteers at the event were as follows: Bob Daubert, Seth Drake, Dave Bender, Ed Shearin, Lou Bar-
low, Joe Moore, John Smith, David Day, William McEntire, Rene Gastelo, Chris Ellis, Kirk Luhman, Ken 
Brady.  

Next year we hope to expand this event to include more classes visiting the lake during the same week 
so we can have one stalking (34 out of the 400 stocked fish caught). 
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Mills River Day

 

The Mills River Day is a great event for families to learn about where their food comes 
from.  This year’s organizers invited us to share our knowledge of cold water conser-
vation with the visitors.  We split up into two stations.  One met the wagon with visi-
tors and spent 15 minutes with each load.  Patrick Weaver who is currently working at 
the Pisgah Wildlife Education Center and Jim Czarnezki coached the visitors on as-
pect of cold water ecology.

Dick Schaad and I manned a table by the North Mills River and discussed Trout 
Unlimited with visitors.  We had a lot of interest and picked up a few new Chapter 
members.  Four visitors provide e-mail addresses for registration notification to our 
next 2016 fly fishing School.  Dick and I both agreed these type of activities provide a 
great outreach to the public to spread the message of Trout Unlimited.
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Fly Fishing School ½ Day on the Water

Thanks to all the PCTU mentors who took Students on the water to complete the Fly Fishing 
School.  My Student, Bruce Jones, caught his first trout in the North Mills River on a Light 
Cahill Dry Fly.  While fishing we met Joe Moore and Charlie Dodson who were camping and 
taking advantage of  the last Delayed Harvest days. 

 

I was catching my share after our training session on the Green Whopper.  Bruce and I 
exchanged rods so he could try the Green Whopper.  After a little while with no success, 
Joe rigged him up with his inchworm pattern.  With a little additional coaching from Joe, 
Bruce ended up with 8 fish for the day.  Bruce said this was his best fishing day ever.  
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PCTU Director of Corporate Outreach

 The Pisgah Chapter of Trout Unlimited has selected Don Huneycutt to be its first Director of Corporate 
Outreach.  Don’s responsibilites will include building relationships and partnerships with businesses in our 
region to help support the goals of PCTU and coldwater conservation.  This is the first time for the chapter 
to  designate someone in this capapcity.  We welcome Don and his enthusiasm for helping to promote our 
shared goals. Don was instrumental in establishing our partnership with the Oskar Blues Healing Waters 
Fly Fishing Festival and is working on more collaborations for the future.

* * * * *
I am married to Julie Huneycutt and we have four children: Joshua, Sarah, Anna and Mark. Anna 
passed away in 2010. We live in Hendersonville.

I graduated from NC State University 
in Raleigh, NC with a BS in Mechanical 
Engineering. I worked in engineering and 
management for 20 years at Torrington 
Company, GE Lighting Systems, Blue 
Ridge Metals Corporation and Eaton Cor-
poration. I am a Financial Advisor at UBS 
Financial Services, Inc. helping individu-
als , businesses and organizations real-
ize their financial goals since 2003.

I’m involved in the following local 
non-profit and community activities: 
Anna’s Hope as Co-founder, HopeRx 
as member of  Education Committee, 
MountainTrue as Henderson County Big 
Sweep Coordinator and Rotary Club of  
Hendersonville as past Board of  Direc-
tors and current Chairman of  Environ         
mental Committee.

My introduction to fly fishing was 10 
years ago attending the Pisgah Chapter 
of  Trout Unlimited Banquet and Auction. 

I then attended the chapter’s fly fishing 
school several years later, became a TU member primarily to support cold water conservation and 
have enjoyed fly fishing ever since.

I think the pristine, cold water streams of  Western North Carolina are some of  the best fly fishing 
waters in the US. My goal is to support the chapter as an outdoorsman and fly fisherman and help 
preserve the beautiful region of  Western North Carolina and its cold water streams using 
sound conservation principals for future generations.
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Oskar Blues Healing Waters Fly Fishing Festival 
and Banquet 

June 19 at 8.00 PM Oskar 
Blues Brewery in 
Brevard, NC will hold a 
Fly Fishing Festival.  The 
Pisgah Chapter will help 
sell raffle tickets during 
the event.  The Follow-
ing day at the Oskar Blues 
Ranch there will be a Ban-
quet and raffle also for 
Project Healing Waters.  
The 
Pisgah Chapter will 
present a $500 check for 
Project Healing 
Waters at the Banquet.   
This event will feature a 
blue grass band and barbe-
que for dinner.  
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2nd Annual TIGHT LINES & TALL TALES 
Festival 

Join PHWFF to celebrate the contributions of the 
men and women of our Armed Forces and support 

Project Healing Waters mission of providing 
rehabilitation opportunities to disabled veterans 

through fly fishing and fly tying.  

Friday June 19th FLY FISHING FILM TOUR 
SCREENING 

WHERE:  OSKAR BLUES BREWARY – Brevard 
www.Oskarblues.com  8pm 

Saturday June 20th DRO Trophy Fishing Outing 

WHERE:  Davidson River Outfitter / 8:30am -
2pm 

Outing will pair some of the area’s most 
knowledgeable fly fisherman and PHWFF 

Participants to test their skill on the trophy trout of 
the Davidson River 

Lunch and gift bags will be provided to all fisherman 

Fishing spots available ($500 per 2 person team) 

Sat. June 20thTight Lines and Tall Tales BBQ 
and Auction 

WHERE: Oskar Blues Ranch / 5pm-8pm 

Live entertainment, guest speakers, and a special 
live auction 

RSVP wncphw@gmail.com 

Ryan Harman 
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Conclusion

We have had a great start to 2015 with a good Capital fund raising campaign; a successful Fly Fishing 
School; conclusion our seasonal Trout in the Class Room program. We also participate in the Family 
Nature Day at the NC Arboretum, Mills River Day, and the TAPS fishing day for military families. Thanks 
to our many volunteers who have helped to make the Pisgah chapter one of the most active TU Chapters 
in the State. Looking forward, we have plans to expand our Trout in the Classroom program to 8+ class-
rooms. Ed Shearin got us off to a strong footing by organizing our material and equipment. Ed has done a 
great job of communicating with the schools. Lou Barlow hopes to make inroads with our high schools so 
we cover all ages. Don Honeycutt is working with the Local Breweries to get extra funding for our Pisgah 
Project. 

We are looking for expanded funding for additional Kids fishing days, Trout in the Classroom equipment, 
and Davidson River project. We have started discussions with the Land of Sky Chapter of TU to begin joint 
projects. The first one is to share the cost of 6 new Line Containers for the Davidson River and Mills River. 
There are also additional project work with the USFS that both Chapters can cooperate on in the future.

 One note of warning: There are a lot of huge rotten hemlock trees hanging over the Davison River above 
the confluence with Avery Creek. Fishing last week I saw a 30 foot tree fall and heard a large branch fall a 
little later. So be careful.

 Keep on the wild side.

Chris
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June Presentation:  HellBenders
by  Lorie Stroup
program provided by Don Dontero
Lorie Lewis Stroup has served 
as a fisheries biologist for 
the USDA Forest Service for 
15 years. She is a native of 
the Southern Appalachian 
Mountains and grew up in a 
small town surrounded by the 
Nantahala National Forest.  
She has a Bachelor of Science 
Degree in Natural Resources 
Management with a water 
resources concentration from 
Western Carolina University. She 
served as the fisheries biologist 
on the Nantahala National Forest 
for 2 years and then began 
working on the Pisgah in 2002 where she has been since.  She has worked diligently 
with the local chapters of Trout Unlimited to restore and protect riparian habitat around 
trout streams.  She is a recipient of the “Engaging Urban America” regional forester’s 
award for her collaborative efforts hosting fishing events for special needs children and 
disabled veterans.  Her love for all things aquatic led her to studying hellbenders with 
the NC Wildlife Resource’s Commission’s expert herpetologist.
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 Hellbender Salamanders

    Submitted by Lou Dontero

Hellbenders are 
sometimes referred to as the fresh water 
canary for as the Hellbender goes so 
does our fresh water and all species of 
life living in our best waters including our 
beloved trout.  
These salamanders are also called such 
unflattering names as “mud devil”, “devil 
dog” and “ground puppy”. They are the 
largest aquatic salamander in the United 
States, growing as long as 29 inches, 
though the average is 12 – 15 inches. 

They can be found slowly crawling across the bottoms of clear , silt-free mountain 
streams from south New York to north Alabama.
The Hellbender is generally nocturnal, spending most of the day under rocks on the 
riverbed, emerging at night to hunt. Its diet is mostly crayfish, supplemented by small 
fish, other hellbenders, tadpoles, toads, water snakes and night time trout poachers. 
They are very territorial and chase off other visitors.
Hellbenders are made for life in the water. They absorb most of its oxygen from the 
water through its skin. They usually 
do not swim, but walk on the bottom 
of the stream bed. Their slippery, 
flattened body moves easily through 
water, and their well-developed 
legs and oar-like tails help them 
walk against the current with little 
resistance.  These amphibians have 
natural camouflage. Their skin is 
brown with black splotches – perfect 
for blending in with their surroundings 
and avoiding potential predators.
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May Program – Fly Tying Workshop

We had a great turnout of 29 members and visitors at our May Fly Tying Workshop.  This was 
the most we have had attend one of these programs.  We also had some mini-presentations 
from Star Nolan of Casting Carolinas, Ryan Harmon of Project Healing Waters, and Martin 
Bawden, CEO of the Fly Men Fishing Company demonstrating his fly testing machine.   I was 
able to see the Green Whopper and mini-whopper tested and noted the green whopper floated 
hook down while the mini-whopper floated hook up. 
We signed folks up for the Kids Fishing Day and for the Oskar Blues events during the 
meeting.  Thanks to Patrick Weaver, Lou Barlow, Dave Bender, Steve Herring, and Chris Ellis 
for demonstrating the fly tying art.  Also Thanks to Dave Bender for introducing the subject.
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Meeting with USFS
Submitted by Tim Schubmehl

Combined Meeting Minutes

December 04, 2014  &  May 19, 2015

Entries in Condensed Black Type are comments from the May 19, 2015 meeting.

Attendees:
Lorie Stroup, Chris Elllis, Tim Schubmehl  

General Discussion/New Topics
 1)  Potential to partner with LOS for some trail repair, planting, etc. at Turkey Pen to   
           South Mills.  Contact “Matt”  Funding assistance from TU would be appreciated for   
           materials, “gravel/stone” approximately $2k.  On hold, still an open project.
 2)  Install another line container along Avery Creek.  Should be one container at maint-
	 					enance	shed.		Unable	to	find	it.		Lorie	to	pursue	where	it	went.		Need	to	build	(6)	more
	 					more	containers.		Locations	at	Davidson	and	MIlls	Rivers.		Approximately	$65.00
      each.  Tim, send Chris container instructions to share with LOS chapter.  Perhaps a   
      February workday at Pisgan maintenance building to build container assemblies.
      Anticipate building (6) more containers.  (2) at Avery Creek, (2) at Avery Creek, (2) for
      stock.  Tim will pursue pricing and submit to TU Board for approval.  Joint work day
      with LOS.
	 3)		Larger	project	in	works	at	Daniel	Ridge	adjacent	to	old	fish	hatchery.		Project	is		 	
      proceeding, anticipated completion by end of FY “October 2015”.  TU labor upon    
     completion doing planting and cleanup.  In process, anticipate a fall planting/cleanup.
	 4)		Lorie	is	looking	for	some	assistance	“financial/volunteers”,	for	a	kids	fishing	day	at					
               the Cradle April 10th.  Tim to pursue.  “Done”.  Lorie anticipates doing same program   
          in April 2015, probably a larger turnout of kids.  Could use some additional volunteer     
	 					labor		and	financial	assistance.		Done.  Assistance was also provided for June 2015.          
          June 5th at Lake Powhatan for special needs kids, June 6th for the public.  Lorie         
      could use some volunteer assistance.
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 5)		Chris:		(6)	schools	are	now	participating	in	“Trout	in	the	Classroom”.		Ed	Shieren	is		
             heading up this program.
	 6)				Chris:		Anticipate	doing	another	Kids	Fishing	Day	in	April/May.		Considering	Lake		
        Powhatan in lieu of Lake Imaging.  We are hosting a smaller group at Lake Imiging.
 7)    Early spring workday at Coontree to redistribute rocks and boulders impeding  
	 							stream		flow.	Tim	will	set	up	day	and	send	out	invites.		Try to tie in with a roadside  
        cleanup day, Tim to pursue.  Lorie is out the week of June 15th.
	 8)				Lorie:		Vandalism	of	Kiosks	at	Sycamore	Flats.		Panels	need	to	be	repaired	or			
              replaced.  Contents need to be updated.  Lorie would like a piece about TU’s   
                involvement in stream restoration.  Can TU provide some funding and printed info?    
               Work in process, Chris to contact John Johnson abut providing some TU content.
 9)    Lorie:  We need to pursue another workday at Sycamore Flats.  Area just upstream  
        from last new steps project needs attention.  Plan is to meet Lorie at site for our        
        next meeting on January 29th.  She would like to see completed early spring 
        before visitation increases.  Project completed.
	 10)		Tim:		Send	Chris	the	article	re	stream	sampling	for	Newsletter.		Done
 11)  CASP:  Group of volunteer Amish and Mennonites that, if timing is right, could 
	 							assist	with	workday	at	Sycamore.		Need	to	confirm	their	availability.		Done.
 12)  Chris:  Would like to pursue doing a follow up Macro-Invertebrate count from 
        several years ago.  This needs more discussion.  Tim will put together a short 
	 							synopsis	drawn	from	files	on	what	was	done	in	the	past	Tim	will	provide	Chris	with		 	
                   some additional information.  “There may be something on CD”.  Done

Entries in Condensed Black Type are comments from the May 19, 2015 meeting.
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Little River Stocking
by Jack Soyack

May 1, 2015

The third stocking of  the year for the Little River in the DuPont State Recreational Forest 
took place on a bright, cool morning with temperatures in the low 50Fs. Two forest ranger 
assigned to DuPont State Recreational Forest were present for duty and only one All-Ter-
rain-Vehicle was available for stocking the Little River. This ATV could only have a driver and 
one passenger which meant that our volunteers had to revert to hiking the trails to each of  
the stocking points. The ATV that we 
normally use was in the shop due 
to the severe damage when it was 
loaned out to another state agency.

Thankfully, we had a good turnout 
of  five TU volunteers. The Following 
individuals were present:  Eric Folk, 
Ranger and Roger Pace with the Du-
Pont State Recreational Forest; TU 
Chapter Members Ross Fox, John 
Kocinski, Tim Schubmehl, Carole 
Deddey, and Jack Soyak, and Greg 
Ditzler Jr. from the Bobby Setzer 
Fish Hatchery.  Everybody worked as a team and the stocking was accomplished within 3 
hours.  

The Hatchery delivered approximately 785 trout with an average weight of  0.42 pounds 
each.  Brooks made up 57% of  the total, 19% were Browns and 24% were Rainbows. Once 

released into the river, they 
took off  at a rapid speed 
apparently liking the idea 
of  being free!  The river  
water temperature may 
have also been to their 
liking at 52F.  The tempera-
ture at last month’s stock-
ing was 53F which was due 
to the cold weather we con-
tinued to have during the 
last month.
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I would like to that this opportunity to 
thank all of  our dedicated volunteers who 
turned out to stock the Little River and to 
the Forest Service for their assistance.  
New TU volunteers are always welcome 
since we have had a great turn over in 
personnel.  
If  you want to volunteer, please contact 
Jack Soyak at 692-5007 or jsoyak@mor-
risbb.net. 
Please provide your name, telephone 
number and E-mail address.  We would 
also like to thank the DuPont State Rec-
reational Forest for providing the means 
to transport the fish along the river trails 
and for additional personal when needed.  Without the forest service ATV it would be a near 
impossible task to carry the buckets of  fish to the remote stocking points.
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Summer Searching Pattern Yellow Sally
By Patrick Weaver

June marks the beginning of summer pocket water and searching 
patterns.  Although an angler can certainly be successful using nymphs 
and tight line strategies, I enjoy searching with the dry fly.  This is perhaps 
the most enjoyable way to fish pocket water.  
There are many patterns to choose from but the angler will benefit from 
focusing on two elements when selecting a fly, water type and insect 
activity.  As the water temperature rises, the dissolved oxygen will drop 
and trout need dissolved oxygen to survive.  The turbulent water pumps 
oxygen into the stream, so the trout will seek out faster turbulent water 
with high oxygen levels.  Most summer fly angling will occur in the faster water since trout seek out 

areas with more oxygen.       
With the trout moving to faster and broken waters, anglers should use patterns 
that are buoyant and have a good profile.  Also, it helps to use patterns that rep-
resent insect 
activity during this time.  The Isoperla bilineata, or yellow sally is a great pattern 
in June.   
Although this fly is around in May, the yellow sally will be found in turbulent wa-

ters, riffles and pocket water, which makes it a great searching pattern.   This is also a great pattern 
for higher elevations and the SMNP in June.  

Materials for the Yellow Sally
Hook: Dia-Riki 300 or 305, Tiemco 100 or Mustag 480  Size 14
Thread: Danville Flymaster 6/0 or 70 denier  Yellow or pale yellow
Body: 2 yellow quills (available from D’s Quills)
Wing: Pale Yellow CDC  (trout hunter is the best)
Hackle: Whiting Pale Yellow pro grade
Head: Pale yellow dubbing

Tying Instructions

Beginning by soaking the quills in water for at least ten minutes.  This 
will soften the quills.  Place the hook in the vise with the shank at a 
slightly upward positions.  Start the thread at mid-shank.  Wrap back 
towards the hook bend halfway between the starting point and the end 
of the shank and should be 1/4th the hook shank.  This is important to 
create the proper body shape.  
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Body                                                                                         
Select two quills, one larger diameter than the other.  Find a point where 
the combined diameter is equal to the hook shank diameter.  Clip the 
quills at this point.  Tie the small ends to the shank with two lose wraps.  
Pull the quills until the ends almost reach the tie in point.  Wrap the quills 
toward the hook bend, stopping just past the barb of the hook and then 
forward until you reach 3/4th the hook shank.  Wrap the thread back to 
just in front of the ½ shank position.  Add glue or varnish to the hook 
shank and work this into the thread material.  Bring wrapping the quills 
forward with the small quill leading the larger quill.  When you reach the 

thread location, make two lose wraps around the quill and pull.  Keep tension on the thread and release 
the quills and do one tight wrap over the quills and one in front.  Cut the excess quills off and put a coat of 
glue over the quills.  

Wing
Select 2 or 3 CDC feathers depending on the desired wing density.  
The more CDC the better it floats, but less light will pass through.  
Even up the tips and measure the length.  It should be equal to the 
hook shank.  Pinch them with the left hand and hold just in front of 
the quill body.  The tips of the wing should be just past the hook bend.  
Two lose wraps and pull.  Add 4 tight spiral wraps towards the hook 
eye increasing tread tension as you wrap.  Lift the CDC ends and cut 
at a 45° angle so that the CDC stops just behind the hook eye.  Make 
4-5 wraps right behind the hook eye to level out the taper.  With maxi-
mum tension, wrap back towards the tie down point on the wing.  The 
diameter in this area should be even ensure a proper hackle shape 
once wrapped.  

Wing
Select 2 or 3 CDC feathers depending on the desired wing 
density.  The more CDC the better it floats, but less light 
will pass through.  Even up the tips and measure the 
length.  It should be equal to the hook shank.  Pinch them 
with the left hand and hold just in front of the quill body.  
The tips of the wing should be just past the hook bend.  
Two lose wraps and pull.  Add 4 tight spiral wraps towards 
the hook eye increasing tread tension as you wrap.  Lift 
the CDC ends and cut at a 45° angle so that the CDC stops 
just behind the hook eye.  Make 4-5 wraps right behind the 
hook eye to level out the taper.  With maximum tension, 
wrap back towards the tie down point on the wing.  The         

           diameter in this area should be even ensure a proper hack 
           le shape once wrapped. 
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Hackle
Trim 5-6 barbs off of each side of the hackle butt.  Hold this at a 45° and tie in with one lose wrap and two 
tight wraps.  Wind the thread forward until you have just enough space between the hook eye and the 
thread for the head of the fly.  Spiral wrap the hackle forward for 3 or 4 wraps.  Tie this down with two tight 
wraps over the hackle and one in front of the hackle.  Clip off the excess hackle and save for the next fly.  

Head
The head is created by whip finishing twice, once with thread and then over whipped with dubbing.  Wrap 
the thread to the hook eye and back with 3 or 4 wraps.  Whip finish with 5 wraps and glue.  Move the thread 
to the hook eye.  Dub a small amount of pale yellow dub to the thread and whip finish towards the hackle.  3 
or 4 wraps should create a nice dubbed head on the fly and give it a better profile on the water.  Clip off the 
excess thread.  Finally, rotate the fly in the vise and add one more coat of glue to the underside of the body 
to ensure durability.  

Your fly should be complete.  Use a dry floatant on the CDC, such as Frog fanny, since gels will mate the 
material.  I carry a chamois patch to squeeze water out of the fly after catching a fish, then reapply frog 
fanny and you should have a buoyant and durable fly for searching pocket water.  You can fish this fly all day, 
but it will do well in the evenings.  You can press this patterns use into flats by trimming the hackle under 
the body.  This will allow the pattern to sit down into the water more and work better on selective trout on 
smooth water.  Use a leader system that allows for a good drag free drift, 11’ leaders are not too long for a 
situation like this.

Enjoy the tight lines!
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